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'Pedagogy"

l. A place of instruction; a school, a college; a uaiversity. Alsofg. Now
hist. and rare-

2. Instruction, disciplìne, training; a system ofintroductory training; a

means of guidance. Oås.

3. The art, occupation, or practice of teaching. Also: tJre theory or prin-
ciples of educatiou a method of teaching based on such a theory.
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f. came to this subject, years ago, as graduate students sitting in a ci¡cle

V Y wittr Gary Tate at Texas Christian University, questioning composition
pedagogy-what it is, how many ways there are to do it, and to what extent our
talking about it matches our doing it. Tate pushed us, as relativeþ new writing
teachers, to play'doubting and believing games" with each pedagogical theorywe
encountered (Elbow), encouraging us to consider our personal investments and

how those intersected with the theories. As we explored a variety of approaches,

each of us had moments of spark and moments of panic. For example, like Ann
George in this collection, each of us at one time or another discovered that critical
pedagogy is deeply important-but also deeply challenging to implement. Over
time, we made tentative allegiances and found focus and direction in approaches

that suited our understanding of writing and its role. Kurt leaned towa¡d teaching

argument and aligning with writing centers while Amy started with community-
engagement and genres and Brooke gravitated toward community-engagement
and new media. As we reflect on Tate's course over fi-fteen years later (now ourselves

teachers of composition pedagogy), whatwe value most is the wayits combination
of mentorship, focused reading, and critical self-reflection helped us understa¡d
the complexity and wisdom of each pedagogical area. It heþed us become more
comfortable with the fact that there is no single correct n'ay to teach writing, nor
even one unified set of goals aìl writing teachers need to heþ students achieve.

I
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PEDAGOGY IS RESEARCH BASED

Theories shape our thought and give it direction. Our research tests those theories.
To differentiate the relative values oftJreories and practices, it is important to draw
on the data and tested knowledge of the field, and by tested knowledge we mean
a range ofthings, including the accumulation ofclassroom practice and teacher
research but also including more social-scientific approaches. In a 2008 article,
Chris Anson issued a clarion call explaining the deep importance of research to
good pedagogy:

My point is this: if we continue to rely on belief in our pedagogies and adminis-
trative decisions, whether theorized or not, whether argued from logic or aaecdote,

experience or conviction, we do no better to support a case for those decisions than
what most detractors do to support cases against them. Instead, we need a mo¡e
robust plan for building on the strong base of existing research into our assump-
tions about how students best lea¡n to write. In the process, we may discover that
some of ou¡ own beliefs fail to stand the test of inquiry prompting further re-
sea¡ch into the foundations of success in student learning and development and
further modifications of our dominant pedagogies. (11-12)

Anson pushes against our tendency as humanists to reþ on narratives ofexperience
and theoretical formulations, important knowledge to be sure, but incomplete if
we do not seek other kinds ofdata.

The cognitivists provided a¡ early model of this kind of data-driven resea¡ch
with their think-aloud protocols regarding wdters' processes (Flower and Hayes,

among others). Current researchers, such as the members of the Consortium for
the Study of Writing in College (2008-present), draw on large bodies of National
Survey of Student Engagement (NSSE) data to better understand how writing
instruction impacts students over the course of their undergraduate careers. To-
gether with myriad classroom studies and theoretical analyses, we build signifìcant
pedagogical knowledge.

PEDAGOGY IS RHETORICAL

When teachers first attempt to teach two sections of the same course or to teach
the same course twice across semesters, they quickly discover that no two in-
stances of a class are the same. The lesson on analyzing advertisements that seems

to activate a¡d enhance students'knowledge ofthe rhetorical appeals so well at
ll:00 a.m. falls like a rock at l:00 p.m., not because the lesson has changed but
because the situation has. Such shifu happen at all levels, from class period to class
period, instructor to instructor, room to room, institution to institution, region to
region. Like other communicative situations, teaching is rhetorical, meaning that
it inevitably depends on the particulars ofspecifìc audiences, purposes, occasions,
and constraints.

As expert communicators, teachers detect patterns and ways to draw on pre-
vious experience in particular situations, but teachers need a range of theories,
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embodies sPecific ways that we construct students-for examPle' as communica-

to.r, 
", 

,.hå1".r, as disenfranchised citizens, or as future professionals (Tate)-

PedagogY wPractice

In our own

:Í'" 
- *

as

ch Productiveþ in Peer review'

n classroom peer review because they

lack confidence to solicit and use constructive feedback and because, subsequently'

theydonttrusttheirpeers'advice'AsNealLernerdiscussesinthisvolume'writ-
,ng'."n,". pedagogy can help by emphasizing social writing skills' Tutors model

t i" to 
"r,i"g. 

prãao.tiveþin the give and take of collaboration' Students can

n from writing tutors how to talk about

other approaches presented in this book

Pedagogy as an Evaluative Tool to Check Practice

G..rr."pJá"gogy has heþed Amy to check practice' reminding her of the impor-

t".r.. oi,,'o.rirrg students through genre performa¡ce to genre critique' The writing

program Amy ãi¡ected has been targety informedby genre pedagogy' For almost a

decade, teachers and program di¡ãctors at North Dakota State University have

applied principles ofgãnrãpedagogy: usi tod:tt for u¡derstanding and analy-

,i., optà.i.rg 
" 
r*g" of g"ttr.t *ith diff"ting audiences and purposes' and so on'

Simulianeousl¡ they examine their practices through the lens of genre pedagogy.

E.,enuponreadingAmyDevitt'scontributiontothisedition,Amywasre-
minded o ents to critique genres' a challenge in the

first-year chapter allowed her to think again

about the eneral education courses at both the

firstandthirdyear)playedatheri¡stitutionandthewayssheandtheotherpro-
gram director could think
in the courses at the frst-
and analysis ofgenres in the first-year progr

shouldfindwaystogetstudentsinthethird-yearcoursestocritiquegenres.Even
further, reflection on genre pedagogy and its goals can help shape lower- and

upper-division assessments. when NDSU instructors read portfolios for a'com-

-r*l."tlng effectively in a variety of genres for a range of audiences' PurPoses'

and situatiãns' goal, they might ,reed to add a lay.r to the rubric for upper-division

assessment thaimore directli looks for evidence of genre critique. Thus, pedagogy

heþs us to check practice at all levels: daily plans' units or assignments' courses'

and programs.
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Pedagogy as Critically Reflective Practice
Browsing composition scholarship, new teachers quickly find that reflection is

part of our culture; it's a component of writing and learning actMties' assessments,

and research and teaching narratives- Much of this work exhibits the characteris-

tics of critically reJlective practice, as described by Stephen Brookfìeld:

[R]eflection becomes critical when it has two distinctive purposes. The first is to

understand how considerations ofpower undergird, frame and distort so many

educational processes a¡d interactions. The second is to question assumPtions

and practices that seem to make our teaching lives easier but that actually end up

working against our own best long term interests . . . (8)

Community-engagement pedagogies tyPically emphasize the use of critically re-

flective writing to heþ students contextualize and personalize their lea¡ning exPe-

riences. This commitment to critical reflection extends to the instructor as well-

For over a decade, much of Brooke's teaching has centered on museum-based

service-learning projects involving the digital preservation of artifacts and oral

history. As Laura Julier, Kathleen Livingston, and Eli Goldblatt explain in their

chapter, sustainabilityis akeychallenge for community-engagedwritingpedagogies.

So in the early years Brooke drew upon the insights of community literacy pio-

neers such as Linda Flower to pursue a handfirl of long-term, mutually beneficial

relationships. As these partnerships deepened over time, some unexPected chal-

Ienges emerged. For example, at one museum her pafners are so personallycom-

mitted to the project that they sometimes sacrifìce too much of thei¡ own time,

streamlining work to accommodate the students in ways that protect students

from potentially frustrating but pedagogically valuable pitfalls. In a simi-lar vein,

the students-a¡d at times Brooke herself-are so deeply invested in the Paftner-

ship and in the museurnis mission t}ìat extra scaffolding is needed (such as weekly

debriefìngs, orally and in writing) to help them maintain a critical perspective on

the museumt complex role(s) in the community and on thei¡ own complex roles

as they both narrate and critique the museum's stories (Hessler, "Identification").

Brooke a¡rd her students tap into the lore and scholarship of other community-

engaged writers to get a sense ofhow their experiences connect to larger issues of
civic identity and discourse.

Pedagogy as a Heuristic to Create New \{riting Theory

|ust as writing pedagogy is informed and complemented by writing theories, dis-

cussions ofand experiments with pedagogy can influence our understanding of

how writing gets done, by whom, wh¡ with which tools, and so on. Thinking about

how writing is learned can shed light into corners ofour theories that are not suffi-

cientþ erplanatory. For example, in the 1960s, as composition studies was emerg-

ing as a field of study in the United States, we came to acknowledge that writers

had processes that were more complicated than our previous, broadly labeled,

current-traditional pedagogies had made apparent. For about two decades, as they

used process approaches in the classroom, scholars sought something like an ideal

process that could be taught and would ensure success. Think-aloud protocols and
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presence in the pedagogical literature' We also added a chapter on second lan-

guage writing, since non-native writers rePresent a relatively large population in

;rñ"g.l"r.ãs, with needs and strengrhs different from those of native writers.

Aã we rethought the chapter formerly titled 
..Technology and the Teaching of

Writing,,,we.o.'.l",,d.d.h".in2014allpedagogieswouldlikelybeaugmentedand
enhanc-edbytechnologiesotherthanjustthecomputer'fromonlineanddatabase
research to content management course shells to new media delivery to collabora-

tive authoring tools. So, while we created a New Media Pedagogies chapter to

igt tiglrt tn. ãxciting work done by the technological specialists in our fìelcl and a

.*n,å on Fully Oniine and Hybrid Writing Instruction to address the particular

lssues of going more fully online with courses' we also encouraged the autlors to

considerãny ãiscussions scholars were having about the roles oftechlologies in

accomplishing the particular goals of the pedagogy'

Afinalnewareaofemphasisinthiseditionthatcrosscutsthechaptersisthe
question of assessment. while the assessment research is less connected to peda-

goglcalsubfields,thechapterauthorsweretaskedwithconsideringtheparticulars
ãfãrr.rrirrg *riting in thãse pedagogical areas' If each pedagogy has at least a seg-

mentofun.-iquegoals,surelytherewou]dbeimplicationsforassessment.Itseems
that there is more work to be done in this area'

WhileallchaPtershavebeensignificantlyupdated'severalchaptersremain
thesameintermsoftitleandgeneralfocus:ExpressivePedagogy,Collaborative
Writing, Cultural Studies and Cãmposition, Critical Pedagogies' Feminist Pedago-

gies, lùriting ecross the Curriculum, Writi¡g Center Pedagogy' and Basic Writing'

i¡lost ofthese areas have vibrantly evolved in the ensuing ten-year period'

InhisresponsetotheGuidesRhetorica]Pedagogychapterinthefirstedition,
RichardFu]kersonsuggestedexPandingthepresentationofrhetoricfromone
chapter to three-covering argument, genre, and procedural rhetoric ("composi-

tion in the Twenty-first ctt"tfl. Rhetoric informs most chapters in this collec-

tion, but we reimagined the orþinal chapter as Rhetoric and Argumentation and

added a new chaptãr on Genre pedagogies. In his essay on Rhetoric and Argumen-

tation, David Fleming surveys theories and practices of argumentation from clas-

sica]timesthroughthemodernera'introducingmajorrhetoricalframeworks
fromAristotleandlsocratestoKennethBurke,stephenToulmin'a¡dChaim
perelman. Fleming's chapter culminates with practical suggestions for integrating

rhetoric into writing instruction. Amy Devitt's chapter on Genre Pedagogies takes

as its leaping_off poìnt the Qpes of writing in the world and how they are used to

get thinls done_g..rre, as windows into the rhetorical situation. Genre-based

i"a"gofr is deepÇ rhetorical in narure and used increasingly in textbooks a¡rd

.t"rr-o.nt nationwide, as well as figuring Prominently in the discou¡se of the

discipline, connected as it is to scholarship on discourse communities, activity

systems, and genre theorY.

Inthefirstedition,weincludedonechapteraddressingstudentswithunique
needs.Intheir chapteron Basicwriting Pedagogy, Deborah Mutnickand steve Lamos

situate developmental writing instruction in its historical and social context. They

describe howpedagogi.d gãds define the major approaches ('error-centeredi
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'academic initiation," and "critical literacy''), then discuss exemplary Programs
and address fi,rture concerns for teaching basic writers in higher education. Paul

Kei Matsuda and lvlatthew J. Hammill's new chapter on Second Language Writing
Pedagogy adds a much needed discussion ofthe linguistic and cultural challenges

that second language w¡iters face, with particular attention to issues of mechanics

and source-based writing. The authors provide both strategies for differentiating

instruction and additional resources for learning more about how to suPPort

language development in the writing classroom.

Expressive Pedagogy and Literature and Composition Pedagogy are notewor-

thy because they are closely tied to ways marry of us originally came to the profes-

sion of composition-as passionate writers and readers-and yet both pedagogies

have, over time, been contested in our field, as the chapters in this collection indi-

cate. Our professional scholarship distanced itselffrom expressivism and from the

teaching of literature in composition classrooms. That underlying tension was

manifested in Burnham's bibtiographic essay on expressivist pedagogy in the first

edition ofour book, where he both explains and defends that pedagogical heritage-

lndeed, literature pedagogy was deliberately omitted from the flrst edition because

a too-common practice in the preceding decades was to teach composition classes

as literature classes, rather than using literature to teach comPosition; further,

there was little scholarly literature that really spoke to using literatufe in the w¡it-
ing classroom. Even norv, this focus is less robust than we might expect given the

long relationship between literature and writing rooted in English departments-

Both pedagogical approaches continued to be employed widely within comPosi-

tion classrooms despite these debates.

Several chapters in the previous and cu¡rent edition sha¡e a vision for the

classroom as a site for social action and change: critical pedagogy, cultural studies

approaches, community-engagement, feminist, and even at times basic writing

pedagogies. The sociopolitical pedagogies tend to envision writing and language

use as always socially enmeshed; therefore, according to many of these thinkers,

teaching writing without helping students understand the implications of what the

writing does for and to people, how it does it, and how to craft language for social

purposes (wide-ranging, not just activist) is central to teaching writing. Laura

Micchiche suggests this hopeful, social-change-oriented outlook might be the pri-
mary factor uniting feminist pedagogies. Feminist approaches, not just 'women's

issues" themed approaches, involve questioning, challenging, and seeing the world

differently; a feminist teacher may find himself or herself exploring intersections

of power, norm, and privilege. Linked originally to social class oppression, critical

pedagogies value questioning and even a decentering ofauthority, and Ann George

suggests that the tools of critique so powerfrrl in a critical classroom may even be

turned on the teaching itself so it never becomes unquestioned or unquestioning.

Community-engagement approaches often seek change or awareness, tyPically

through direct, Iocal action. Laura Julier, Kathleen Livingston, and EIi Goldblatt

discuss ways university and community Partners are working together, as well as

issues that affect the sustainability ofthose partnerships, such as institutional and

individual porver relationships, material resources, the physical (and metaphorical)
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pedagogies take as central to their PurPose teaching students to produce'texts

in"t ã*å.¿ the alphabetic and may include still and moving images' anim¿tions'

color, words, music and sound' (Tatayoshi and selfe l). Atthough the use of digital

media is not essential for the produciion of multimodal texts' many teachers ex-

f"rm"rrtirrg with multimodaìity gravitate to digitally generated,end l-1d1cts'

such as audiovisual essays and the 
"i¡ious 

social media projects (e'g'' blogs' YouTube

videos, digital activism) increasingly ap

popularity and visibility of such proje

a¡d multimedia are sometimes conflat

multimodal composition as a matter of process (and cognition) as well as product'

of pedagogical perspective as well as praxis' and of media that are physical as

*.i1,ã,gî"r(*.,.g,oïï1".::':;i#i:îî:,i"jffi l,:î:::iJlÏ"ili,trJ
åmposition in our field-in particular' Collin Brooke

"rrä 
Di"n" George, Tim Lockridge, and |ohn Trimbur

(.cultural studies and composition"). Readers will observe multimodal principles

"Jpr^.ti.., 
in many of the pedagogies featured in this collection'

CONCLUSIONS

Composition Studies distinctly emphasizes P"d1q:gy' perhaps more than.any

Jr..iirt"" outside of colleges oi eduiation. We-publish about pedagogy, buildca-

reers around the pursuit ofpedagogical knowledge' host conferencî f::"t:d.'
i".æ p*, on issoes of t"".hi,tg ãt'ã lt"tttittg' an{ take up the work of training

fotirr. g..r"r"tions of teacher-iholars in our graduate curricula' We have even

-"d. "ig.rrn.rrts, 
through such organizations as the Council of Writing Program

Administrators, that program admListration' curriculum reform' and assessment

should be considered as 'intellectual labor' akin ifnot equivalent to conventional

scholarship. rhe hard sciences,'o'i't "þ"1r"' å:iî|i;î"il:il"ï.:i"t#å

thatourpedissomewhatunusualandthatknowledgeabout
teaching and lly take for granted seems very new to others' 

-

Our atte seems to come from a number of sources' the fìrst

ofwhichishistory.Worldwide,theteachingofwritingandthescholarþspecial-
ization in centrated in English-speaking countries'

mostly he Process movement and the emergence of

the Confe and Communication as a place for people

to talk about teaching shaped a distinctive historical trajectory. Further, the fìeld,s

desire to become a legitimate scholarþ fietd like others in higher education led to

the development of serious p"d"gojic.l scholarship involving theoretical and
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qualitative methods and even empirìcal research. The goals of our courses have

also influenced this unusual focus on pedagogy. While many fields convey their
subject matter first beþre asking students to generate new knowledge, composi-

tion classes rypically aim tbr young scholars to create new understandings for
themselves by practicing writing and critical thinking-not simply as a means for
them to do well in their majors (though that's certainly part of what happens) but
as complex modes of making sense of the world and communicating that sense to
others- Thus, though Writing Studies clearlyteaches abodyofknowledge, manyof
us agree that much learning about rvriting must come through experience, prac-

tice, and something that looks more like apprenticeship.

So, yes, rve value pedagogl' and give it a kind of attention one might expect

only from educational specialists, because we believe it must be learned at least in
part through practice and because we learn so much about writing from studþg
developing writers in action. lVe are not certain that pedagogy always makes us

better teachers- But it helps us become more self-aware teachers, able to situate our
practices and understand what else exists, and why. We share Berlin's commitment
to continuous improvement, because "Not doing so can have disastrous conse-

quences, ranging from momentarily confusing students to sending them away

with faulty a¡d even harmful information' (234-235). Teaching is hard enough

with good role models and operating principles to inform practice. We hope the
chapters that follow will guide readers to rhetorically sensitive, philosophically
grounded, experientially (and experimentally) tested practices.

SUMMARY OF CHANGES TO THE SECOND EDITION

. The new introduction to the collection defines the centralterm composition

pedagogy in depth to provide a disciplinary frame for the rest of the chap-

ters and for readers new to the field of Composition Studies.

. Throughout the collection, contributing authors have given i¡rcreased at-

tention to issues of diversity in the classroom and to the assessment of
teaching and learning.

. All of the original chapters retained in the collection (Basic Writing
Pedagogy, Critical Pedagogies, Collaborative Writing Community-engaged
Pedagogies, Cultural Studies and Composition, Expressive Pedagog¡
Feminist Pedagogies, Process Pedagogy and Its Legary, Writing Across the

Curriculum, and \r!'riting Center Pedagogy) have been revised and their
bibliographies updated.

. Three of those chapters (Feminist Pedagogies, Process Pedagogy and Its

Legacy, and Writing Center Pedagogy) have been completeþ rewritten by
new authors.

. The original chapter on Technology and the Teaching of Writing has been

removed, and that subject has been distributed across all chapters, with
more in-depth coverage in the chapters on New Media Pedagogy arrd Fully
Online and Hybrid Writing Instruction.
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